
Why do you need a broker in NEMT?

Description

Non-emergency medical transportation (NEMT) plays a crucial role in healthcare. It provides rides to 
medical appointments for people who can’t drive themselves due to illness, injury, disability, or lack of 
transportation access. NEMT ensures these vulnerable populations can make it to critical medical care.

However, arranging cost-effective NEMT at scale is complex. That’s why NEMT brokers are so 
valuable. Read on to learn why you need an NEMT broker.

The Complex Logistics of NEMT

Arranging NEMT rides requires expertise in logistics, compliance, customer service, and local 
transportation providers. Key responsibilities include:

Finding Appropriate Transportation

Brokers maintain networks of transportation providers to serve every patient’s needs. This includes 
wheelchair vans, ambulances, volunteer drivers, Lyft, Uber, taxis, and public transit. They understand 
all options in your area and choose the most suitable transportation to each appointment while 
following applicable regulations.

Scheduling Efficient Routes

NEMT rides must be efficient to control costs. Brokers schedule transports route vehicles to minimize 
mileage and wait times. This expertise ensures more rides happen with the same resources.

Verifying Eligibility
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Brokers confirm eligibility for NEMT under state and federal regulations. Patients must qualify based on 
medical necessity and lack of transportation access. Brokers act as gatekeepers to ensure compliant 
NEMT utilization.

Managing Billing and Reimbursement

The broker handles reimbursement paperwork for NEMT services. This includes submitting proper 
codes and documentation to Medicaid, Medicare, or insurers to recoup costs. Without their expertise, 
providing NEMT could be financial burden.

Monitoring Quality

Brokers monitor transportation quality with regular performance reporting and audits. This ensures 
patients arrive on-time to appointments in safe, comfortable vehicles. Brokers are accountable for 
service quality.

The Breadth of NEMT Broker Expertise

As you can see, correctly providing NEMT requires expertise. From routing software to quality 
assurance, brokers makes the program work smoothly:

Technology to schedule rides, route vehicles, and track trips
Relationships with transportation providers
Understanding of healthcare regulations
Logistics management procedures
Reporting for verification and quality monitoring
Billing and reimbursement process know-how

It’s unrealistic for a healthcare provider to build these capabilities in-house. That makes working with 
an NEMT broker essential for cost-effective transportation.
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